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Abstract. We are developing an imaging system to detect pre-/early
cancers in the tracheo-bronchial tree. Autofluorescence might be use-
ful but many features remain suboptimal. We have studied the auto-
fluorescence of human healthy, metaplastic and dysplastic/CIS bron-
chial tissue, covering excitation wavelengths from 350 to 480 nm.
These measurements are performed with a spectrofluorometer whose
distal end is designed to simulate the spectroscopic response of an
imaging system using routine bronchoscopes. Our data provide infor-
mation about the excitation and emission spectral ranges to be used in
a dual range detection imaging system to maximize the tumor vs
healthy and the tumor vs inflammatory/metaplastic contrast in detec-
ting pre-/early malignant lesions. We find that the excitation wave-
lengths yielding the highest contrasts are between 400 and 480 nm
with a peak at 405 nm. We also find that the shape of the spectra of
healthy tissue is similar to that of its inflammatory/metaplastic coun-
terpart. Finally we find that, when the spectra are normalized, the
region of divergence between the tumor and the nontumor spectra is
consistently between 600 and 800 nm and that the transition wave-
length between the two spectral regions is around 590 nm for all the
spectra regardless of the excitation wavelength, thus suggesting that
there might be one absorber or one fluorophore. The use of backscat-
tered red light enhances the autofluorescence contrast. © 2001 Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1332774]
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1 Introduction
Carcinoma of the bronchus is the most common cancer in th
western world. In determining the 5 year survival associated
with the disease, tumor staging is a very important
parameter1,2 as precancerous~dysplasia! and early cancerous
lesions~carcinomain situ and microinvasive carcinoma! are
indeed much more successfully treated than invasive cancers3

The only method of localizing and delineating such lesions is
bronchoscopy. However, the changes occurring during th
first stages of the cancerization process make it difficult in
most cases for the endoscopist to accurately localize the le
sions under white light illumination. Several examples of the
use of light-induced fluorescence~LIF! have been proposed
for point fluorescence measurements and imaging application
with4–8 and without4,9–15the addition of an exogenous drug to
enhance the contrast between the early cancerous lesion a
the healthy surrounding area.16 Because they rely upon the
natural fluorescence of the tissues, the latter are termed ‘‘au
tofluorescence’’ methods. Due to the geometry of the bronch
and the behavior of particles in the air flow, it is difficult to
homogeneously distribute an inhaled exogenous drug to th
bronchial epithelium and it is also difficult to perform point
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fluorescence measurements. Consequently, no exoge
fluorescent markers or exogenously induced drugs~PPIX!
have shown convincing results up to now according to o
knowledge. In this paper, we are thus reporting on a stu
about the autofluorescence of the bronchial tissue. Sev
experimental8,17,18 and commercially available system
~Xillix, 10,11 Storz,19 SAFE-1000~Pentax!,20! use autofluores-
cence to create images of the bronchial tissue. The goa
these systems is to detect and distinguish the precance
and early cancerous lesions from the healthy surround
area. To do so, most of these systems excite the autofluo
cence with blue and/or violet light and detect the autofluor
cence in one,20 or several spectral regions.8,10,11,19However,
no systematic optimization work has been reported for
spectral design of these systems. Improvement might be
sible by optimizing the domains of excitation and detecti
wavelengths. We propose here a study of the optimization
the excitation wavelength covering a range of excitati
wavelengths from 350 to 480 nm, and the detection spec
ranges to detect and characterize the precancerous and
cancerous lesions by autofluorescence in the trach
bronchial tree. Our choice of a dual range detection metho
based on our aim of optimizing an imaging system. At le
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two spectral domains are necessary for efficient contrast en
hancement. In fact, due to the tridimensional geometry of the
bronchi, both a background and a contrast bearing foregroun
image are necessary. However, detection over many spectr
regions is detrimental to the intensity of the fluorescence de
tected in each region and is consequently shot-noise limited

Our measurements of the autofluorescence properties
the bronchial tissuein vivo are correlated to the histopatho-
logical status of the examined sites. Moreover, our measure
ments took place at a fixed distance between the tissue and t
probe. This characteristic is also based on our goal of opti
mizing an imaging endoscopic system that probes the tissu
from a certain distance.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Patients
Forty eight patients were involved in this study~see Table 1!
from November 1996 to September 1999. The patients wer
scheduled for rigid bronchoscopy for screening purpose
~positive cytology or primary cancerous lesion in the upper
aerodigestive tract!. Biopsies were taken in the case of a sus-
picion of an early cancerous lesion. The LIF measurement
were executed during the general anesthesia required by rig
bronchoscopy. For safety reasons, not all patients were me
sured at all wavelengths. All the measurements reported i
Table 1 were biopsy confirmed, hence the number of biops
sites and the number of patients measured per histopatholog
cal status are equal.

2.2 Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Our optical fiber-based spectrofluorometer has been describe
elsewhere21 and has only been slightly modified~Figure 1! for
this study. In brief, it consists of an excitation source
~UXL-75 XE, 75 W high pressure Xenon lamp, Ushio Inc.,
Japan! whose light is passed through a spectrograph
~Chromex 250, Chromex, Albuquerque NM 87107!, filtered
~filter 1 and 2, see Table 2! and injected into a quartz optical
fiber hexagonal bundle~seven fibers, HPSUV300A, Oxford
Electronics Ltd., Four Marks, Hants, UK;NA50.22,300mm
core diameter!. This bundle is then connected to a similar
bundle that has been adapted to fit the biopsy channel of
standard flexible bronchoscope~Olympus BF-type 20!. Four
of the seven fibers are used for the excitation light and the
remaining three fibers collect the fluorescence light. The dis
tance between the fiber bundle tip and the tissue to be inve
tigated is kept constant~at 3.5 mm,22! by a spacer@Figures
2~a! and 2~b!# in order to detect the same spectroscopic re-
sponse as an imaging system that does not come into actu
contact with the tissue during routine inspection. The excita
tion wavelength is scanned between 350 nm~it is difficult to
obtain enough excitation power below this wavelength with a
clinically acceptable setup and shorter wavelengths are too fa
into the UV range to be compatible with this environment!
and 480 nm~above this wavelength, the spectral domain of
the ‘‘green’’ image becomes too narrow to detect enough
fluorescence power—see below for the definition of the gree
image! ~see Table 2! by steps of 10 or 15 nm. The resolution
of the excitation is610 nm full width at half maximum
~FWHM! and the typical excitation power at the distal end of
the setup is given in Table 2. The fluorescence is filtered by
42 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1
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long pass filter~filter 3, see Table 2! and dispersed by a spec
trograph~Chromex 250, Chromex, Albuquerque, NM 8710!
to be detected by a Peltier cooled charge coupled de
~CCD! ~TE/CCD-256, UV coated, Spectroscopy Instrumen
GmbH, D-82205 Gilching, Germany!. LIF is observed in the

Table 1 Number of patients and of spectra for each excitation wave-
length and each pathological status.

Excitation
wavelength Histopathological status

Number of
patients

Number of
spectra

350 nm Healthy 9 59

Inflammation/Metaplasia 3 60

Dysplasia/CIS 2 21

365 nm Healthy 15 182

Inflammation/Metaplasia 3 60

Dysplasia/CIS 2 20

380 nm Healthy 8 80

Inflammation/Metaplasia 3 66

Dysplasia/CIS 2 18

395 nm Healthy 8 75

Inflammation/Metaplasia 3 66

Dysplasia/CIS 2 15

405 nm Healthy 34 435

Inflammation/Metaplasia 14 295

Dysplasia/CIS 5 61

420 nm Healthy 23 193

Inflammation/Metaplasia 13 167

Dysplasia/CIS 4 33

435 nm Healthy 21 185

Inflammation/Metaplasia 13 150

Dysplasia/CIS 5 41

450 nm Healthy 26 344

Inflammation/Metaplasia 13 162

Dysplasia/CIS 5 67

465 nm Healthy 14 121

Inflammation/Metaplasia 12 149

Dysplasia/CIS 3 24

480 nm Healthy 13 132

Inflammation/Metaplasia 8 90

Dysplasia/CIS 3 27



In vivo Autofluorescence Spectroscopy
Fig. 1 Apparatus for fluorescence measurements.

Table 2 Characteristics of the filters used for the fluorescence spectroscopy.

Excitation
wavelength
(FWHM:
20 nm)

Excitation
filter (1)

(0°)

Dichroic
filter (2)

(45°)

Emission
filter (3)

(0°)

Typical power
at the distal tip
of the probe

(6SD)

350 nm
(610 nm)

Bandpass UV,
UG5a

Dichroic 425
nm, DC425b

Longpass 425
nm, FG425b

9.2 mW
(62.9 mW)

365 nm
(610 nm)

Bandpass UV,
UG5a

Dichroic 425
nm, DC425b

Longpass 425
nm, FG425b

14.9 mW
(64.4 mW)

380 nm
(610 nm)

Bandpass UV,
UG5a

Dichroic 425
nm, DC425b

Longpass 425
nm, FG425b

13.8 mW
(64.0 mW)

395 nm
(610 nm)

Bandpass blue,
BG3a

Dichroic 425
nm, DC425b

Longpass 435
nm, FG435b

14.2 mW
(64.0 mW)

405 nm
(610 nm)

Bandpass blue,
BG3a

Dichroic 450
nm, DC450b

Longpass 450
nm, FG450b

17.7 mW
(64.8 mW)

420 nm
(610 nm)

Bandpass blue,
BG3a

Dichroic 450
nm, DC450b

Longpass 450
nm, FG450b

16.4 mW
(65.3 mW)

435 nm
(610 nm)

Dichroic 450
nm, DC450b

Dichroic 450
nm, DC450b

Longpass 495
nm, FG495b

13.7 mW
(64.6 mW)

450 nm
(610 nm)

Dichroic 450
nm, DC450b

Dichroic 475
nm, DC475b

Longpass 495
nm, FG495b

15.6 mW
(66.4 mW)

465 nm
(610 nm)

Dichroic 550
nm, DC550b

Dichroic 475
nm, DC475b

Longpass 515
nm, FG515b

11.5 mW
(63.8 mW)

480 nm
(610 nm)

Dichroic 550
nm, DC550b

Dichroic 550
nm, DC550b

Longpass 530
nm, FG530b

24.4 mW
(64.4 mW)

a Filters by Schott Glaswerke, D-55116 Mainz, Germany.
b Filters by Reynard, San Clemente, CA 92673-6227.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1 43
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Zellweger et al.
Fig. 2 Probe for calibrated fluorescence spectroscopy [(a) side view;
(b) front view].
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range between 425 and 800 nm~depending on the excitation
wavelength! with a resolution of 11 nm~FWHM!. The whole
setup is controlled by a 486 PC~Fast 486/50, Spectroscopy
Instruments GmbH, D-82205 Gilching, Germany! with
CSMA software~Spectroscopy Instruments GmbH, D-82205
Gilching, Germany! and mounted on a trolley for transport to
the medical facility. The acquisition time of one spectrum is
2 s.

Before each clinical autofluorescence measurement se
sion, the fluorescence spectrum of an aqueous solution o
rhodamine B(c5131026 M) in a 10 mm quartz cuvette is
measured. The magnitude of the peak at 575 nm allows for
certain degree of lamp output fluctuations to be taken into
account and corrected for. Fluorescence excitation of th
rhodamine takes place at each of the excitation wavelength
and detection is between 450 and 800 nm~depending on the
excitation wavelength!. The fluorescence excitation light
power is measured by placing the distal end of the modified
bronchoscope into the detector of an optical power mete
~Newport Instruments, 840-C!. The spectrum of a nonfluores-
cent tissue-like phantom23 is also measured. This spectrum is
a background spectrum and allows for the subtraction of th
fluorescence generated within the optical system~fiber
bundle, filters, etc.!.

2.3 Correction of the Raw Spectra
The raw spectra are corrected for the spectral response of th
detector. This procedure has been described in deta
elsewhere.22 In brief, the spectrum of a calibrated lamp~the
spectral emission of which is close to the emission of a per
fect blackbody! was acquired with the setup that we used for
this study. The resulting curve combined with the measure
ment of the fluorescence excitation power is used to divide th
raw spectra, thus yielding corrected spectra expressed in pW
of fluorescence collected by the spectrofluorometer per nm
44 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1
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and permW of excitation power@pW/~mW* nm!#. In our
study, this correction yields spectra whose shape is corr
and whose magnitude is correct down to a certain multipli
tive factor that in turn depends on the instrumentation t
was used. Nevertheless, the spectra throughout this study
be compared between themselves and are therefore expr
in ‘‘relative units’’ ~r.u.!. It should be noted that the measur
ment of the spectral response of the setup was found to
little over time and to be consequently of little effect on o
results.

2.4 Procedure
After the routine endoscopical observation of the tracheobr
chial tree, the modified fiberoscope was passed through
rigid sheath. It was then placed onto the site to be measu
The spacer ensured a gentle contact with the tissue at a
distance~3.5 mm! between the fibers and the tissue. This d
tance was chosen as the best trade-off between the geom
cal distortion of the spectra requiring as long a distance
possible and the signal-to-noise-ratio~SNR! decrease requir-
ing as close a distance as possible to minimize the integra
time.22 The endoscopical standard white light illuminatio
was switched off. Ten spectra were recorded on the sa
location for each excitation wavelength. The endoscop
light was then switched on again. The site was checked for
absence of blood prior to proceeding to further measurem
and its macroscopical aspect was recorded. At the end of
measurement session, a biopsy was taken at the site o
measurements to check the histopathology of the site.

2.5 Histological Examination
The biopsies were processed and analyzed in a routine fas
in the Institute of Pathology at the CHUV Hospital. The p
thologists reported the results of microscopy and they w
assigned to three different groups for the treatment of
spectral data: normal mucosae without any trace of inflamm
tion or metaplasia were grouped under the label ‘‘Healthy
Inflammatory or metaplastic mucosae without maligna
changes were grouped under the label ‘‘Inflammatio
Metaplasia.’’ The mucosae bearing pre-/early malignant f
tures ~mild, moderate and severe dysplasia as well as ca
noma in situ! were grouped under ‘‘Dysplasia/CIS.’’ Thi
grouping makes sense as it separates the healthy from
nonhealthy but noncancerous~inflammatory or metaplastic!
tissues and from the early cancerous tissues.

2.6 Analysis of Results

2.6.1 Mean and typical autofluorescence
spectra
The background spectrum of the phantom was subtrac
from each measurement. For each set of ten raw spectra
given site, a mean spectrum was calculated. This mean s
trum was corrected by the rhodamine reference value to
rect for some instabilities of our setup. All the mean spectra
a given excitation wavelength were then grouped accordin
the histopathological status~see above for the classifications!
of their corresponding biopsy, normalized and averaged. T
yielded three~see Table 1! spectra~thereafter called ‘‘typi-
cal’’ spectra! for each excitation wavelength~see an example
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In vivo Autofluorescence Spectroscopy
Fig. 3 Typical autofluorescence spectrum of healthy (circles),
inflammatory/metaplastic (diamonds), and pre-/early cancerous (tri-
angles) lung tissue excited at 405 nm in vivo. The error bars represent
the 67% confidence interval and the vertical line is drawn for the
separation of the short-wavelength (green) and long-wavelength (red)
regions of the spectra. The green region of the healthy spectrum is
termed C, of the inflammatory/metaplastic, E and of the pre-/early
cancerous, A. Similarly, the red regions are termed D, F, and B.
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in Figure 3 for 405 nm as the excitation wavelength!. These
typical spectra are given for a histopathological status and
standard deviation of the mean was computed~also in Figure
3!. They were corrected for the spectral sensitivity of the op-
tical setup and detector~see above or Ref. 22 for the proce-
dure!.

2.6.2 Cut-on wavelength
The first parameter to determine for the spectral optimization
of a dual range detection imaging device is the cut-on wave
length which separates the spectral domains corresponding
the foreground and background images. For this purpose, th
typical nonhealthy spectra and the typical healthy spectrum
were superimposed~see an example in Figure 4 for 405 nm as
the excitation wavelength!. The difference between the
‘Dysplasia/CIS’ and the ‘Healthy’ typical spectra, or the dif-
ference between the Dysplasia/CIS and the Inflammation
Metaplasia typical spectra was calculated~see an example for
the difference between the Dysplasia/CIS and the Healthy i

Fig. 4 Superimposed normalized typical autofluorescence spectra of
healthy (circles) and pre-/early cancerous (squares) lung tissue excited
at 405 nm in vivo and difference (diamonds) between the pre-/early
cancerous and the healthy spectra. The half maximum of the differ-
ence defines the cut-on wavelength and is displayed as a vertical line.
o
e

Figure 4 for 405 nm as the excitation wavelength!. The short-
est wavelength corresponding to the half maximum va
yielded the ‘‘cut-on’’ wavelength~600 nm in Figure 4!. This
wavelength is used below for the optimization of the sensit
ity ~Dysplasia/CIS versus Healthy! and the optimization of the
specificity ~Dysplasia/CIS versus Inflammation/Metaplasia!.
This separation of the autofluorescence spectra into two
gions, namely a short-wavelength region~thereafter ‘‘green’’
region! and a long-wavelength region~thereafter ‘‘red’’ re-
gion! is justified because it has been reported in seve
papers7,24 that the decrease of autofluorescence on pre-/e
cancerous lesions is larger in the green part than in the
part of the spectrum.

2.6.3 Sensitivity and specificity
To optimize the sensitivity and the specificity of our metho
we need to compare the typical Dysplasia/CIS spectrum w
either the typical Healthy spectrum~sensitivity! or with the
typical Inflammation/Metaplasia spectrum~specificity!. We
named the fluorescence relative power of the green and
red regions of the Dysplasia/CIS spectrum ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B,’
respectively, the fluorescence relative power of the green
the red regions of the Healthy spectrum ‘‘C’’ and ‘‘D,’’ re
spectively, and the fluorescence relative power of the gr
and the red regions of the Inflammation/Metaplasia spectr
‘‘E’’ and ‘‘F,’’ respectively ~see an example in Figure 3 fo
405 nm as the excitation wavelength!. A, B, C, D, E, and F
were calculated for each measurement whenever the sp
were available. The correspondingR, R8, andR9 ratios ~see
below! were then calculated for each measurement, as we
a subsequent meanR, R8, or R9 for the relevant patient. The
general mean of these mean ratios is plotted in Figures 6~a!,
6~b!, and 6~c! as a function of the excitation wavelength.

As stated above, we defined three ratios to quantify
modifications of the spectra associated with different his
pathological statuses in order to optimize both the sensitiv
~Tumor versus Healthy modifications! and the specificity~Tu-
mor versus Inflammation/Metaplasia modifications!, namely
R, R8, andR9 as

RSens.5
C

A
4

D

B
5

B3C

A3D
and RSpec.5

E

A
4

F

B
5

B3E

A3F
,

RSens.8 5
C

A
and RSpec.8 5

E

A
,

RSens.9 5
D

B
and RSpec.9 5

F

B
.

These ratios express the ratio of the modifications in the gr
over the modifications in the red~RSens.for the Tumor versus
Healthy modifications andRSpec. for the Tumor versus
Inflammation/Metaplasia modifications!, the modifications in
the green~RSens.8 for the Tumor versus Healthy modification
and RSpec.8 for the Tumor versus Inflammation/Metaplas
modifications! and the modifications in the red~RSens.9 for the
Tumor versus Healthy modifications andRSpec.9 for the Tumor
versus Inflammation/Metaplasia modifications!. It should be
noted that these ratios are monotonic functions of the Tum
versus Healthy and Tumor versus Inflammation/Metapla
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1 45
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Zellweger et al.
contrasts and thatR is a monotonic function of the chromatic
contrast. It should also be taken into account thatR is inde-
pendent of the tissue-probe distance whereas this is not th
case forR8 andR9. To optimize the autofluorescence detec-
tion method, we need to find the excitation wavelength maxi-
mizing one or several of these ratios, depending on the ap
proach that has been chosen.

3 Results
3.1 Typical Autofluorescence Spectra
The typical autofluorescence spectra of the healthy tissue
inflammatory/metaplastic tissue, and dysplasia/CIS excited a
405 nm are presented in Figure 3. The typical spectrum of th
healthy tissue is the average of 435 measurements, the typic
spectrum of the inflammatory/metaplastic tissue is the averag
of 295 measurements, and the typical spectrum of the
dysplasia/CIS is the average of 61 measurements. The thre
typical spectra are plotted on the same scale to reflect the
relative intensity. The Dys/CIS versus Healthy cut-on wave-
length ~600 nm! is plotted just for the sake of clarifying the
concept, along with the six regions of interest~A, B, C, D, E,
and F!. The regions at shorter~longer! wavelengths than the
cut-on wavelength are named green~red! regions, respec-
tively. The units are relative units as a multiplicative factor,
which depends on the geometry of the optical coupling of the
fluorescence light into the detection fiber at the distal end o
our device, which would intervene to actually have units in-
dependent of our spectrofluorometer. The error bars in Figur
3 express the 67% confidence interval.

It should be noted that such typical spectra were measure
and computed~see Table 1! for the other excitation wave-
lengths~350, 365, 395, 420, 435, 450, 465, and 480 nm! but
are not displayed for the sake of readability.

It is interesting to note that the Healthy and the
Inflammation/Metaplasia typical spectra are very reproducible
from one patient to another, hence the small error bars~this
was observed at all excitation wavelengths!. Moreover, it
should be noted that, when superimposed, the Inflammation
Metaplasia typical spectra and the Healthy typical spectra ar
quite close in shape~data not shown!. This feature is espe-
cially striking for the excitation wavelength 405 nm: both
typical spectra~Healthy and Metaplasia! are overlapped and
nearly indistinguishable. This seems to indicate that there i
little, if any, difference in the spectral shape of the healthy
and the inflammatory/metaplastic lung tissue, whereas the in
tensity of the latter is significantly smaller than that of the
former. Moreover, the small error bars observed on the
Inflammatory/Metaplasia typical spectra tend to indicate tha
this measurement is also highly reproducible. These feature
are observable for each excitation wavelength~data not
shown! and are in agreement with previously reported
results.25

The error bars of the Dysplasia/CIS typical spectrum are
also plotted in Figure 3. They appear to be larger than on th
Healthy typical spectrum. This might partly be due to the
much smaller statistics~the product of the error bar and the
square root of the number of measurements is not constan!
and partly to an inherent inhomogeneity of the early cancer
ous lesions.
46 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1
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Figure 4 shows the superimposed typical spectra for
healthy tissues and the early cancerous tissues excited a
nm. The difference of the two typical spectra is also plott
along with the cut-on wavelength~half maximum!.

This calculation was carried out for each excitation wav
length and the results are given in Figure 5 as the cut
wavelength for the optimization of the sensitivity~Dysplasia/
CIS versus Healthy! and the optimization of the specificity
~Dysplasia/CIS versus Inflammation/Metaplasia! together
with the average cut-on wavelength for both cases. It is in
resting to note that the cut-on wavelengths for sensitivity a
specificity are very close to each other within an excitati
wavelength~with one exception, 365 nm! and also very close
to each other from one wavelength to another~again, with the
exception of 365 nm! at around 600 nm. It is likely that this
reflects a general property of the biological tissue.

The ratiosR andR8 andR9 are plotted for the optimization
of both sensitivity and specificity as a function of the excit
tion wavelength in Figures 6~a! (R), 6~b! (R8), and 6~c!
(R9). Such a graph is intended to provide an answer to
issue of the best excitation wavelength for maximum sensi
ity and maximum specificity. The nominal values ofR8 are
larger than those ofR because the decrease in the autoflu
rescence in the green is offset by a smaller decrease of
autofluorescence in the red. The UV excitation waveleng
~350–395 nm! seem to be less efficient in generating a co
trast than the blueviolet excitation wavelengths~400–465 nm!
and excitation around 405 nm seems to yield the highest c
trast. It is also interesting to note that this excitation reg
seems to hint at the same fluorescence excitation wavelen
for both the optimization of sensitivity and the optimization
specificity. The fact that the ‘‘pure’’ decrease in the green~as
given by R8! is more important than theR ratio is in agree-
ment with the previously stated observation that the autofl
rescence decrease is larger in the green than in the red. Th
further demonstrated by the fact thatR8 is almost systemati-
cally larger thanR9. Consequently, the use of backscatter
red light would allow the clinician to take advantage of th
whole decrease in the green region~because it would corre-
spond in our case toR951 or R5R8! without the offset of
the modifications of the red autofluorescence.

Fig. 5 Cut-on wavelength as a function of the excitation wavelength.
The mean cut-on wavelength for the Dysplasia/CIS vs healthy tissues
(squares and broken line) and Dysplasia/CIS vs Inflammatory/
Metaplastic tissues (circles and plain line) is displayed.
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In vivo Autofluorescence Spectroscopy
Fig. 6 Ratios RSens. [(B*C)/(A*D), Dysplasia/CIS vs Healthy, circles]
and RSpec. [(B*E)/(A*F), Dysplasia/CIS vs Inflammatory/Metaplastic,
squares] as a function of the excitation wavelength (a). Ratios RSens.8
(C/A, Dysplasia/CIS vs Healthy, circles) and RSpec.8 (E/A, Dysplasia/CIS
vs Inflammatory/Metaplastic, squares) as a function of the excitation
wavelength (b). Ratios RSens.9 (D/B, Dysplasia/CIS vs Healthy, circles)
and RSpec.9 (F/B, Dysplasia/CIS vs Inflammatory/Metaplastic, squares)
as a function of the excitation wavelength (c).
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4 Discussion
Since the first ‘‘blue light endoscopies’’ by Hu¨rzeler,26 much
has been learned about the fluorescence techniques applied
detect early cancerous lesions of the bronchi. Several com
mercial systems have been built and tested throughout th
world. However, no optimization study preceded these
to
-

developments.27–30 Such a study could lead to significant im
provements in future photodetection systems. A possible w
to contribute to this improvement is to optimize the spect
designs of the systems. To do so, a study of the excita
wavelengths and the detection windows was necessary ov
large range of excitation wavelengths. This was the main g
of our work. Bearing this goal in mind, we decided to co
sider a dual range detection method. It is possible to imag
detection algorithms with many channels as has been don
the detection of early lesions in the cervix31 but this method
works fine for point spectroscopic measurements only.
real-time imaging purposes in the tracheo-bronchial tree,
intensity of the fluorescence signal in each detection reg
also has to be considered. Increasing the number of detec
regions will decrease the number of photons in each reg
This will eventually be detrimental to the quality of the im
ages that are to be detected.

Several papers report a sharp autofluorescence decrea
early cancerous lesions around 500 nm and/or a relatively
important decrease after 600 nm when excited between
and 450 nm.7,9,32 This is the fundamental base behind all th
autofluorescence imaging systems. The Pentax system w
with a single range detection principle,20 whereas a multiple
range approach has been preferred for the Xillix and the S
systems19,32 and some laboratory systems.8,17,18 It is interest-
ing to note that our results are in good agreement with th
previous results. Indeed, we also found that the autofluo
cence of the early cancerous lesions sharply decreases
excited in the blue-violet range and decreases less sig
cantly in the red region. The comparison of the typical spec
takes place through their superimposition, a method that
been used by other groups.7,25

The first computation that was performed with the typic
spectra was the determination of the cut-on wavelength. F
its definition, this is the wavelength that delineates the gr
and the red regions. In the perspective of a dual range de
tion system, this would correspond to the transition wa
length of a dichroic mirror. This cut-on wavelength was fou
to be around 595–600 nm with no measurable dependenc
the excitation wavelength. Moreover, the cut-on wavelen
for the optimization of sensitivity and for the optimization o
specificity were found to be similar. This result seems to
dicate that the choice of an excitation wavelength should h
little, if any, impact on the spectral specifications of a dichro
mirror. This observation is fortunate for possible future dev
opments of novel photodetection devices. Indeed, it me
that the spectral transition yielding the highest sensitivity
the same as the one yielding the highest specificity. The
sign of such a system could therefore avoid a trade-off
tween those two concepts. Moreover, this observation se
to hint at the fact that only one class of fluorophores or o
one class of absorbers are involved in the modifications of
shape of the autofluorescence spectra.

The previously mentioned observation that the overall
tofluorescence decreases between a healthy bronchial t
and an early cancerous lesion dictated our approach for
treatment of the data. Having defined the green and the
regions of both the healthy and the early cancerous typ
spectra, we compared their surfaces. TheR ratio takes into
account the modifications of the green autofluorescence
the modifications of the red autofluorescence. Since th
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1 47
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Zellweger et al.
modifications seem to be different for both regions~hence the
relative ‘‘increase’’ in the red region when the typical spectra
are superimposed!, this is used to generate a color contrast in
a dual range detection method. However, the use of the mod
fications in the red region partly offsets the decrease in th
green region~as can be seen with theR8 ratio that is larger
than theR ratio!. This decrease can then be used at its maxi
mum with a single range detection method, but it then lose
the advantage of the endoscope-tissue distance independen
and is subject to artefacts since it does not rely on two image
anymore. This is the trade-off that faces future developers o
autofluorescence imaging systems. Another method to avoi
this problem is to be found in the use of reflectance light
~which, in our case, corresponds toD5B for red reflected
light, in which caseR5R8!. Assuming the level of backscat-
tered light does not depend on the tissue-probe distance, it
possible to use the whole range of the decrease in the gree
region of the spectra. This has been implemented in at lea
one commercial system with blue backscattered light19 and
has been reported with red backscattered light in the
gastrointestinal~GI! tract by Weiss et al.33

The superimposition of the typical spectra yields interest-
ing information about the modification of the spectral shape
along the cancerization process. The ultimate goal of photo
detection is to unequivocally separate the precancerous an
early cancerous lesions from the healthy and metaplastic
inflammatory mucosae. Since we chose a dual range detectio
mode, this means that the shape of the spectra should be su
that the modifications in one window are different from the
modifications in the other window in a Dysplasia/CIS only
and not on metaplastic/inflammatory tissue. It also means tha
the shape of the spectra for the healthy mucosae and th
inflammatory/metaplastic mucosae should be similar enoug
to be assigned to the same subgroup of noncancerous spo
According to this study, it is very striking that the spectra for
the inflammatory/metaplastic tissue often overlap the spectr
for the healthy tissue to a large extent. Moreover, the erro
bars are small on these spectra~68.5% on average between
500 and 700 nm for the typical spectrum of healthy tissue
excited at 405 nm!, thus indicating not only a striking simi-
larity between the spectra of the inflammatory/metaplastic an
healthy tissue but also a stable similarity, hence a very high
degree of interpatient reproducibility of our measurements
This is in good agreement with results reported by others
about the similarity of the spectra acquired on healthy and o
inflammatory bronchial tissue.25 These features tend to indi-
cate that the implementation of this method into an optimized
imaging system could yield few false positive results as the
inflammatory or metaplastic areas would be consistently simi
lar to the healthy ones.

A more sensitive issue is the stability of the spectral shap
of the precancerous/early cancerous areas. Because they
frequently invisible to the naked eye, these lesions are hard t
find and hence the possible measurement sites are few. Som
excitation wavelengths yield a more important contrast be
tween these lesions and healthy tissue than others, as can
seen in Figure 6~a!. The contrast seems to be building up at
395 nm, stays high for blue excitation wavelengths~405–450
nm!, and goes down again after 450 nm. This clearly speak
for blue-violet excitation wavelengths instead of UV or longer
wavelength light. This observation seems to be consisten
48 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1
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whatever the ratioing method@see Figures 6~a!, 6~b!, and
6~c!#. A non-negligible problem is the large error bars on t
Dysplasia/CIS typical spectra~a fact that is observed at eac
excitation wavelength!. Part of the reason behind this fact
the smaller number of measurements on such locations.
vertheless, most of it might also be due to a naturally hig
inhomogeneity of the pre-/early cancerous lesions. Still,
least one other reason should be considered, namely the
pling error, either the fluorescence measurements or the
opsy taking. If a measurement and a biopsy are from differ
sites, a suspicious-shaped spectrum could be included in
healthy group of spectra or, vice versa, a possibility th
would be more detrimental to our study because of the v
much smaller number of proven suspicious areas. Altho
very difficult to prove, such an error could obviously be
heavily on the error bars if found to be true. It is likely
though, that this could easily happen. Indeed, the pre-/e
cancerous lesions that we measured were very small pat
of diseased cells surrounded by mainly healthy mucosa
such a situation, one could easily imagine that the shifting
the biopsy forceps by say 1 mm could lead to the sampling
a normal tissue area, whereas the measured spectrum
cated the opposite. As a matter of fact, the smaller statistic
the Dysplasia/CIS group of spectra is not a sufficient reaso
explain the larger noise on these measurements~the product
of the error bar and the square root of the number of meas
ments is not constant!. This observation clearly speaks in fa
vor of a non-negligible sampling error.

A major drawback of our method would be the instabili
of the autofluorescence measurements. It is obvious that
only two normal mucosae in two different patients shou
yield a similar autofluorescence spectrum~interpatient varia-
tions of the spectra!, but also that several normal sites in th
bronchi of the same patient should yield a similar spectr
~intrapatient variations of the spectra!. Moreover, if the autof-
luorescence method were to be used in a routine fashio
detect early cancerous lesions, it should also be able to
criminate between malignant lesions and bruised or irrita
mucosae. To study this issue, we therefore measured six
tofluorescence spectra on three healthy sites in the bronc
five patients. We included in these measurements such a
that were normal but macroscopically different~such as
erythroplasic/bruised~four!, leucoplasic ~two!, thickened
~one! areas!. The typical spectra are very similar from on
patient to another~interpatient similarity! and very similar to
each other~intrapatient similarity! as can be seen from th
small error bars in Figure 7~data for one patient, data from
the other patients not shown for the sake of readability!. An
example of these results is given in Figure 7. The areas m
sured for Figure 7 are both healthy but differ in their macr
scopic aspect. The second spot is reddish~bruised!.

It is interesting to note that this result tends to demonstr
that the macroscopic aspect of a normal area in the bronc
of little influence on the shape of the autofluorescence spe
This is reassuring as the opposite would mean that the me
is close to useless to the clinician. This also demonstrates
the autofluorescence measurements have a good intrapa
stability in addition to a good interpatient stability. This is
agreement with previously published data.7 This is reassuring
as to the possibility of optimizing an imaging photodetecti
apparatus as it means that these benign lesions would no
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Fig. 7 Measured mean spectra (six measurements each) of the autof-
luorescence of two spots [both normal: one with a normal appearance
(circles) and one bruised (diamonds)] in the bronchi of the same pa-
tient. Excitation wavelength: 405 nm.
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positive on the autofluorescence images and would also b
stable against intrapatient variability.

Such a study over hundreds of spectra can provide know
ledge not only about the spectroscopy of early lesions but als
about nonmalignant tissues. Clearly, a detection method tha
yielded a positive result for metaplasias would prove quite
useless to the clinician. It is therefore of crucial importance to
find a way to assign both the healthy tissues and the non
healthy but benign~namely the inflammatory and metaplastic
tissues! to the same group unequivocally. This means that the
spectra should be as stable as possible. Our results tend
show that this is the case.

The use of autofluorescence as a detection method for pre
early cancerous lesions has been reported in several organs.
the lungs, the most often described system is the LIFE system
This system relies on a dual range detection method.10 It is
recognized as a valuable complement to the standard white
light bronchoscopy.11,12,34,35The results behind the develop-
ment of this system by Hung et al.9 and Palcic et al.32 are
confirmed by our findings that the fluorescence of the pre-
early cancerous lesions are reduced by around one order
magnitude in the green region with respect to healthy tissue
whereas the decrease is less marked in the red region. As f
the modifications of the spectral shape, the authors did no
observe any of them for excitation wavelengths of 405 or 442
nm.9 Still, the decrease in the region around 500 nm is in
agreement with their results. In a study about the autofluores
cence of bronchial tissue, Qu et al.25 also report a decrease in
autofluorescence intensity between healthy and inflamed tis
sue as well as between healthy and CIS tissue. They als
report that the shape of the spectra of inflamed tissue is sim
lar to that of the spectra of healthy tissue, a result that is
confirmed by our findings. However, these authors do no
report any modification of the spectral shape of the CIS with
respect to the healthy tissue. On the contrary, they show tha
when their intensity is adjusted accordingly, the spectra o
both the healthy tissue and the CIS overlap. Our results are i
disagreement with this finding and it is probably a sign that
the controversy is still going on as to the exact reasons behin
the modifications of the autofluorescence spectra. It should b
noted, though, that these authors performed their measur
ments with a probe in contact with the tissue. It is a critical
t

-

to

/
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f
,
r

t

-

-
o
-
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point as such a measuring procedure only allows a very sm
volume of tissue to be probed. A possible element of exp
nation might be that the modifications to the intensity of t
autofluorescence spectra might be due to some modificat
to the contents in biomolecules~flavins! in the tissue, a fea-
ture that is observed by both Qu et al.25 and ourselves. On the
other hand, the modifications in the shape of the autofluo
cence spectra might be linked to a deeper lying effect~such as
maybe an increase of the relative vascular volume, henc
increase in the relative hemoglobin contents! which would be
probed only when observing the tissue from a certain d
tance. This might be an element of explanation for the d
crepancy between the work of these authors and ours. Ind
the large peak on Figure 6~a! could be reminiscent of a simila
peak on the absorption spectrum of hemoglobin.

As an extension of the studies on the Xillix system, Tak
hana, Kaneko, and Mizuno36 found that it could be useful in
the GI tract and report autofluorescence spectra similar to o
in normal and precancerous tissues in the esophagus. A
the behavior of the autofluorescence is a decrease on mo
ate dysplasia and a modification of the spectral shape, in
work a relative increase of the red~5801 nm! contribution.
Although this is reported for a different organ, it is interesti
to note the striking similarity to our results. Another intere
ing extension of the Xillix system is reported by Weiss et a33

for the esophagus and stomach. In this work, the authors u
a fluorescence/reflectance mode by means of red back
tered light. They report an improved contrast with the lat
with respect to the former. This corresponds to ourR8 ratio
~because in this caseB5D which is the desired effect when
adding red reflectance light! and our results are also in agre
ment with these findings@Figure 6~a!#. The reflectance mode
has also been used in the Storz system but this time b
instead of red light is detected.19 The Storz system was use
in a clinical context by Ha¨ussinger et al.,14 who report a simi-
lar decrease in the autofluorescence on severe dysplasia
respect to normal epithelium when excited in the 380–460
range. The spectral shape of their measurements is not in
tigated in great detail but their assumption that the color
pre-/early cancerous lesions will be different is a hint that
spectral shape could change. It is indeed the case in the s
tra they report, although only one spectrum for each pat
logical status is given. The blue backscattered light is
tended to yield a constant distance-independent backgro
image for dual range detection. Nevertheless, the strong
sorption of the blood in this part of the spectrum could cau
benign small bruised areas to appear red and thus gener
false positive site.

Another commercially available system that relies on a
tofluorescence to detect pre-/early cancerous lesions is
SAFE-1000 system. This system uses a single range dete
method in the green region of the autofluorescence spect
It corresponds to ourR8 ratio. In such a system, the positive
looking sites appear darker than the surrounding muc
rather than having a different color.20 Kakihana et al. report of
a clinical study with this system13 and report a similar de-
crease in the autofluorescence of an invasive squamous
carcinoma~excitation at 440 nm! with a relative increase in
the fluorescence emission above 540 nm. However, these
thors also report that the thickening of the epithelium beca
of chronic inflammation induces false negative results. Mo
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1 49
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Zellweger et al.
over, such a single range system is subject to difficulties du
to the fact that the tridimensional geometry of the bronchi
induces darker areas that are not lesions but rather areas a
greater distance from the source. The inhomogeneity of th
illumination could possibly induce false positive results in a
single range system.

There is a recurrent controversy about the reasons of th
decrease of the autofluorescence in the green region of th
spectrum. A possible explanation is that the fluorescence i
reabsorbed by the thickened epithelium~architectural effect!.
This is a partial explanation proposed by Qu et al.25 who re-
port interesting changes in intensity of the autofluorescenc
spectra and parallel changes in the mean thickness of th
bronchial epithelium from4663 mm in normal epithelium, to
7067 mm in a dysplasia to116616mm for CIS. However,
they do not provide any thickness measurement for the in
flammatory tissues, shown in their work to undergo a similar
intensity decrease. The epithelial thickening is also invoked
by other authors14 to explain the changes in the autofluores-
cence emission from pre-/early cancerous tissues. Anothe
possible explanation is a change in the microenvironmen
(pH, cell metabolism, redox state of the flavins, or the nico-
tinamides!, namely a biochemical effect. Several authors in-
voke this possibility,9,37,38 but the clear-cut unequivocal rea-
son behind the changes in autofluorescence emission remai
unclear.

In the light of our results, it seems that an architectural
effect alone is unlikely. If this were the case, we would ob-
serve a continuous change of the autofluorescence spectru
from that of the healthy tissue towards that of the carcinoma
in situ ~namely a gradual spectroscopic change following the
gradual thickness change from healthy to metaplasia to dys
plasia to CIS!. Consequently, we would observe a continuous
change in the intensity of the spectrum~actually observed!
and a continuous change in the shape of the spectrum~not
observed as the inflammatory/metaplastic tissues exhibit th
same spectral shape as the healthy tissues!. It might well be
that the thickening of the epithelium along the process o
cancerization is not the only reason that accounts for th
modifications to the spectroscopy of the biological tissues
during cancerization.

On the other hand, if the modifications were due to bio-
chemical effects only, it is likely that one would observe no
change in the autofluorescence spectrum, neither in its shap
nor in its intensity, between those of the healthy tissue and th
metaplasia, since both are considered normal and nonmalig
nant. As a matter of fact, we do not observe a change in th
spectral shape of the spectra but it is clear that the metaplast
tissues exhibit less fluorescence when excited in the violet
blue region. These elements seem to give us a hint that th
modifications in fluorescence are probably not due to one
clear-cut reason alone but rather to a group of changes.

The sampling error proved to be a possible problem. When
probing a tissue, it might be difficult to take a biopsy at the
exact place where the measurements took place. Although th
might lead to a spectrum being assigned to the wrong group
it is a negligible problem regarding the typical spectra of
healthy tissue. As a matter of fact, the number of stable re
producible spectra that we measured on healthy or metaplast
tissue is such that it allows a small number of possibly wrong
measurements to be disregarded. However, such an argume
50 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 1
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is invalid for the early lesions group of spectra. Due to t
relatively small number of lesions, one wrongly assign
spectrum can bear quite heavily on the statistics. Moreo
due to the difficulty of actually seeing these lesions, it is like
that the possible error in the biopsy taking~as well as in the
histopathological analysis! could be higher for pre-/early can
cerous lesions than for the normal mucosa. Unfortunately,
hard to imagine any way to overcome such a possible er
especially since small early lesions are surrounded by m
larger areas of healthy mucosa.

One goal of the clinician is to clearly separate the tissu
that present some malignant change from the tissues tha
not ~specificity!. In this sense, they require some methodolo
that would assign healthy, inflammatory, and metaplastic
sues to the same group and light and moderate and se
dysplasias as well as carcinomain situ to another group. Our
results seem to show that this is the case for spectrosc
measurements. Obviously, there is much more variabi
from one spectrum to another in the Dysplasia/CIS group t
in the Healthy and Metaplasia groups. This is probably due
a much wider range of possible alterations of the tissue
further similar study could benefit greatly from the investig
tion of light or moderate or severe dysplasias only. Class
ing the spectra of these lesions in three subgroups instea
grouping them into only one category would yield the spec
of all the tissue stages along the cancerization process. H
ever, due to the aforementioned difficulties, great care w
have to be exercised when collecting the data.

Our study also yields very interesting results about heal
tissues. They clearly show that there might be something
a typical spectrum for both absolutely healthy bronchial tiss
in vivo and metaplastic or inflammatory tissue. Moreover,
seems that the spectral shape of these two typical spectr
similar and that they are reproducible. The interpatient a
intrapatient fluctuations seem negligible, as can be seen on
error bars of the typical spectra. Such an observation is
great importance not only for developers of future autoflu
rescence imaging systems but also for clinicians that w
eventually use them as it suggests a low level of false posi
results.
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